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This invention relates to means for com the heat of compression and transfer it to a
pressing air or other gases substantially cooling liquid maintained within the cyl
isothermally and the principal object of the inder in the space below the lower limit
invention is to provide a simple and prac reached by the piston. The heat-absorbing
5 tical apparatus for cooling the gases during members dip into the cooling liquid as the
piston l'eciprocates and are preferably of
their compression. .
such length that their lower ends remain
The invention will best be understood below
the upper surface of the liquid at all
from the detailed description taken in con
or splashing of the liquid
Ag
nection with the accompanying drawing times. Agitation
it) wherein the preferred form of the inven is thereby reduced to a minimum. The
depth of the liquid and length of said mem
tion has been shown in a more or less dia bers
are of course such as to allow rapid
i f

grammatic manner.
Referring to the drawings,
Fig. 1 is intended to represent the com
binative association of elements of the in
proved compressor system rather' than the
actual details of construction thereof, the
view as a whole being a vertical section

through the improved apparatus, some parts

being in elevation.

.

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view showing
the relative position of the cranks which
reciprocate the compressor and pump

25

pistons.
In accordance with the present invention
the compressor cylinder is required to be of
greater length than the working stroke of

the piston in order to accommodate the
means hereinafter described for absorbing
the heat of compression. The compressor
cylinder is generally indicated at 10, its
i)

40.

it)

60

transfer of heat from said members to the

liquid. The upper maximum level of the
liquid, when the piston is at the bottom of

its stroke, is such that the clearance volume
between the piston and liquid is as little as
possible.

:

.

Various expedients may be resorted to for
maintaining the cooling liquid at or below 75
a given temperature, However, in view of
the fact that fresh liquid must be added in
order to compensate for the liquid unavoid
ably passing off with the campressed air, it
is preferred to accomplish both requirements 80
by continuously circulating a properly
cooled liquid through the cylinder. In
order to prevent collisioned impact between
the piston and upper level of the liquid it is
necessary to provide for the withdrawal of
excess liquid. According to my invention
this is accomplished by providing a valved
port in the cylinder wall adjacent the point
reached by the piston on its down stroke.
For illustrative purposes, this port has been
shown as part of port 22 but in actual prac 90

piston at 12, and the piston rod for the lat
ter at 14. The piston may be reciprocated
by any suitable means as, for example, by a
crankshaft 16 having a crank 18 coupled to
the piston rod 14 in a conventional manner. tice the two ports will preferably be inde
The compressor is preferably of the
of each other. The bottom of this
double acting type but as will hereinafter pendent
port is sufficiently below the lowermost point
more fully appear, the construction is such reached
by the piston to insure its being
that one side or the other of the compressor
may be operated alone. The constructional well covered by liquid prior to the with 95
of the excess liquid. The purpose
features of the lower or crank-end side of drawal
of this arrangement will presently appear.
the compressor will first be described. The The
liquid entering this port is withdrawn
piston rod 14 extends from the cylinder through
a conduit 26 leading from the hot
through any suitable type of stuffing box.
toim
of
said
port and is subsequently re 100
The air enters and leaves the space below the circulated as will
appear.
piston through valve controlled ports both In accordance presently
with the present inven
of which open on the cylinder wall at or tion, the liquid withdrawn
the port
near the lower limit reached by the piston. by way of conduit 26 isthrough
discharged into 05
The air inlet port is indicated at 20 and the 22
a closed tank 28 wherein the pressure is sub
air outlet port at 22.
the same as that of the compressed
Depending from the underside of the pis stantially
ton are a plurality of elongated heat-absorb gas. The air outlet valve opening on the
ing members 24 which are adapted to absorb, port, 22 is indicated at 30. Te?iding from
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port 22 and the latter is preferably
the discharge side of this valve is a conduit the
32 through which the compressed air. is led dished as indicated to form as it were a
to a main line conduit 33. Between conduit shallow reservoir for the liquid. Immedi
33 and tank 2S is a conduit 34 through ately after the accumulated excess liquid has

5

which air which has entered the tank with been withdrawn, compressed air will also
the cooling liquid in lay pass into the com Irish into the pump but this is of no partic

pressed air line. Conduit 34 is preferably
provided with a non-return valve 36 to pre
vent the flow of compressed air from the
main line to the tank.
It is preferred that the liquid outflow con
duit 26 he controlled by a valve 38 located
in as close proximity as possible to the over
flow port 22 in order to prevent back ?low

of liquid or air from the tank 2S on the
upstroke of the piston. This valve is so

synchronized with the piston 12 that it will
be in open position when the piston is ap
proaching the lower limit of its stroke and
will close as the piston begins its upstroke.
The opening and closing of the valve are
preferably controlled by a can 40 mounted
on the driving shaft 16-suitable power
transmitting mechanism not necessary to be
described being interposed between said
valve and cam.
It is desirable that the excess cooling
liquid be positively withdrawn from below
the piston in order the more effectually to
prevent danger of collisioned impact be
tween the piston and cooling liquid. To
this end there is interposed in the liquid out
flow conduit 26 a pump generally indicated
at 42. This pump is preferably of the re
ciprocating piston type and more particu
larly of the double acting type though only
one side of the pump is utilized for liquid
withdrawal purposes, the other side being
utilized for introducing cooling liquid into
40 the compressor as will presently appear.
The piston is indicated at 44 and is recipro
'ated in synchronism with the compressor
piston 12 by any suitable means as by a
crank 46 on the main driving shaft 16 oper
atively connected with the piston in a con
ventional manner. The pump piston is so
synchronized with the compressor piston
that when the latter is at the lower limit
of its stroke the pump piston is at the
middle of its downstroke. This is accom
plished by positioning the pump-piston
crank 46 ninety degrees behind the com
pressor-piston crank 18. On the down
stroke of the pump piston the excess liquid
will therefore be positively drawn into the
pump cylinder space above the piston and
on the upstroke will be discharged to the
tank 28. Valve 38 obviously serves as the
inlet valve to the pump. The outlet valve
50 is indicated at 47 and is shown as controlled
by a cam 48 on the driving shaft 16.
In order that positive withdrawal of excess
liquid may be the more readily effected as the
pump piston moves downward, the inlet end
of the conduit 26 leads from the bottom of

70

ular consequence since it is eventually re
turned to the main line from tank 2S.
When pump 42 is interposed in the conduit
26 it is not of any great importance whether

the disclarge end of the conduit 26 is above
or below the level of outlet port 22 or

whether it is above or below the upper level
of the liquid in the tank 28. It is, however, 80
preferred that the outlet end of the conduit
26 enter the tank 28 at a point above the
liquid level in the tank and that such point
be not above the outflow port 22. In other
words, it is preferred that the arrangement
be such that if the pump is not functioning
whether designedly or not the excess liquid
will flow from the overflow port 22 to the
tank 28 by gravity after valve 38 is opened.
In order to pass the excess liquid directly
to the tank without the necessity of passing 9)
through the pump cylinder, a shunt line or
by-pass 50 is provided around the pump.
This by-pass has a valve 52 therein which
will be kept closed when liquid withdrawal
by the pump is desired. It will now be ap
preciated that the excess liquid may be with
drawn by gravity independently of the pump
or by the positive action of the pump
as may be desired.
In order to keep the liquid in the tank OO
from rising above the level of the outflow
port 22 or more properly speaking above the
discharge end of the conduit 26 and thereby
interfering with the gravity ?low of the ex
cess liquid, the tank is provided with a float
54 which controls a liquid inlet valve 56 and
a vent valve 5S. If there is an excess of
liquid in the tank the float on rising will
open the vent valve. Inasmuch as the liquid
circulating system is a closed system only O
enough fresh cooling liquid need be intro
duced thereinto to compensate for such
liquid as is carried out by the compressed
air into the main line.
As previously indicated the pump 12 is
preferably of the double acting type. In
asmuch as positive circulation of the cooling
liquid is preferred, the crank-end or lower
side of the pump is utilized for this purpose.
The pump receives its supply of cooling
liquid from the tank 28 and delivers it into
the compressor cylinder at some appropriate
point as near the lower end of the cylinder.
The liquid delivery conduit between the
pump and compressor cylinder is indicated 12
at 60 and that between the tank and pump
at 62. Instead of providing the pump out
let non-return valve in the pump proper it
is preferred to place such valve in close
proximity to the compressor cylinder as ill
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dicated at 64. The pump inlet non-return valved port 80 from above the valye S2 of
valve may be positioned in the pump proper which leads a conduit 84 through which the

as usual or in the inlet side of the conduit
62 as indicated at 66. In order to regulate
the amount of cooling liquid flowing from
the pump to the compressor a shunt or by
pass 6s having a regulating valve 70 therein
may be provided around the pump whereby
some of the liquid may be returned to the
tank 28 or the conduit 62 as shown. A regu
lating valve 61 may also be provided in the
conduit 60.

air is conducted to the nail line 33.

In the cylinder wall at a point a little
below that reached by the piston on its up 7.
stroke is a valved port S6 through which
liquid above the level of said port is with
drawn when the piston is at the lower part
of its stroke. The excess liquid flows out 5
0
by gravity when a valve SS which controls
said port is open. A conduit 90 leads from
the discharge side of Said valve to an open
In order to bring the cooling liquid to the tank 92 from which it may be taken by a
proper temperature before introducing it boostel pump 29 and delivered into the tank
15 into the compressor, suitable means are pro 28 when the float controlled inlet valve 56 8.
vided for cooling the liquid. As shown in is open.
the drawings, the conduit 62 between the The outflow port S6 is positioned soline
tank and pump is passed through a cooling what lower than the upper point leached
by the compressor piston to compensate for
tank generally indicated at 72.
20 The mode of operation of the mech: nism the cooling liquid which is introduced above 8
piston during its upstroke. The amount s
thus far described will be readily under the
stood without further explanation. Atten of liquid thus introduced will be enough to
tion should, however, be called to an im increase the depth of the liquid above the
portant relation between the means for sup piston sufficiently to reduce the clearance
plying the cooling liquid to the compressor volume between the cylinder head and upper y)
and the means for withdrawing the excess level of the liquid to a minimum at the time
liquid from the latter. It will be noted the piston is at the upper limit of its stroke.
that the piston rod side of the pump is uti The valve 88 for port S6 is controllied as
lized for entering the cooling liquid to the to opening and closing as by means of a can
30 compressor. This side of the pump has ob 94 on the driving shaft 16. The cam is so 5
viously a less volumetric capacity than the constructed that the valve will be kept
piston head side of the pump due to the :losed on the up compression stroke of the
space taken up by the piston rod. The ar'- piston and will open when the piston moves
rangement therefore provides a means per toward the lower limit of its stroke.
mitting the withdrawal from the lower end Cooling liquid is delivered to the upper 00
of the compressor cylinder of ore liquid end of the cylinder through a conduit 96
than is directly introduced thereinto by the leading from the lower side of the pump 42.
pump. Danger of collisioned impact be A non-return valve 9S for this conduit is
tween the compressor piston and the liquid placed in as close proximity to the point of
40 therebeneath is therefore reduced to a entry of the liquid into the cylinder as pos
minimum. Another advantage of said rela sible. A regulating valve 99 is also pro
tion will more fully appear in coilinection vided at a suitable point in said conduit to
with the description of the upper part of the permit control of the amount of liquid de
compressoi'.
livered to the cylinder.
The upper side of the compressor will Inasmuch as there is no positive with O
now be described. Depending from the drawal of cooling liquid from above the
upper cylinder head of the colipressor cyl compressor piston at the time it is complet
inder are a plurality of heat-absorbing mem ing is upward compression stroke, it is
bers 74. A body of cooling liquid is main desirable to provide means for quickly vent
tained above the compressor piston 12. As ing from above the piston any excess liquid l,5
the piston rises these members become in existing the ein at the time the piston is at
mersed in the cooling liquid. The heat of the upper limit of its stroke in order to
compression of the gas is therefore taken up prevent damage to the compressor by col
by the cooling liquid. The depth of the lisional impact between the upper cylinder 2)
cooling liquid at the time the piston reaches head and upper surface of the cooling liquid.
the upper limit of its stroke is such that Such means preferably take the form of a
there
be?h plurality of valved-controlled piston pas
here is a minimum cleai'ance
cleaiance Volume
voll
tween the cylinder head and the upper sur sages 97. The valves for controlling these
face of the liquid above the piston. Cooling passages are conveniently placed at the
60 liquid is introduced through the cylinder under side of the piston as indicated at 95.
head preferably in the form of a spray, the Stiffsprings beneath the valves keep them
point of entry being indicated at 76. The closed at normal pressures. It is preferred
air to be compressed enters the cylinder that the springs be so tensioned that the
through a valved port 78 and after compres valves will open one after the other under 30
sion is discharged therefroia through a Progi'essively increasing pressures. This

4.
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arrangement provides a simple and effective
means for relieving the upper compression
space of such excess liquid as would cause
collisional impact.
The compressor piston is also preferably
5
provided with a plurality of passages 91
with restricted bottom openings. These pas
sages will hold liquid and hence will ef
fectually seal the passages against the pas
Sage of compressed air on the upstroke of
the piston but will nevertheless permit lic
uid to continually pass through the restrict
ed openings in the form of fine jets or spray.
The air drawn by the lower side of the colm
pressor on the upstroke of the piston will
therefore bc appreciably cooled by the spray
jets. On the down compression stroke of
the piston some air will pass through the
restricted openings but in such negligible
20 quantity as to be of no particular moment.
In order to obviate this minor objective
non-return valves such as flap valves may
be positioned below the passages 91 but at
some sacrifice to satisfactory spraying of
25 the liquid.
In view of the fact that liquid above the
piston passes continuously through the re
stricted passages 91 in the piston and that
liquid may under certain circumstances pass
30 through the valved passages 97, the advan
tage of having a pump 42 of greater volu
metric liquid withdrawal capacity than licy
uid input capacity will be readily appre
ciated. It will of course be understood that
separate pumps one for withdrawing the ex
cess liquid and one for introducing it into
the compressor may be provided and that
the relative volumetric capacities of the
pumps may be varied as desired to obtain
st)

40

the end in view.
It will now also be clear that the one side

rangement. Safety valves 79 may be pro

vided in the compressor cylinder heads for

obvious reasons.

The mode of operation of the compressor
may be briefly reviewed as follows. It will
be observed that the compressor pist on has
been shown as at the lower inlit of its
downward compression stroke. Inasmuch
as the pump pist on 4-4 is descending, cool
ing liquid is forced into the lower coin 75
pression space and is also being withdrawn
therefrom by the upper side of the pum)),
it being remembered that the valve 38 at
the botton of the outflow : it 22 is open 8)
when the compressor piston is at the lower
limit of its stroke as shown. Cooling liq
uid is also being introduced into the upper
side of the compressor at this time as will
be readily understood from the connections
shown and is also being withdrawn from the
upper compression space through the out
flow port S6, it being remembered that the
valve SS which controls this port is open
when the coin}ressor piston is at the lower 9)
limit of its stroke. If it is desired to oper
ate only the lower side of the compressor,
the valve 99 in the conduit 9(3 through which
liquid is supplied to the upper compression
space of the compressor is closed and the
cock 89 associated with the air inlet 78
opened. On the other hand, if it is desired
to operate only the upper side of the coin
pressor, the valve 61 in the conduit G() is
closed and the cock 89 associated with the
air inlet conduit 20 is opened. The cock 87 ()
on the upper side of the pump 42 is also
opened and the valves 85 in the conduit 26
preferably closed as is also the valve 52 in
the shunt 50. It is believed that the mode
of operation of the compressor systern will ().
now be fully understood without any fur
ther labored explanation.
Warious changes in details of construction
may obviously be made without departing
from the spirit of the invention. No lin l
jtations as to details of construction are
therefore intended except as may be defined
in the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. In a gas compressor, the combination
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable
piston therein, of heat absorber's depending
from the pistol) and adapted to transfer the
heat of compression directly to a body of
cooling liquid maintained within the cylin
der below the piston.
2. In a gas compressor, the combination
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable
piston therein, of heat absorber's depending
from the piston and adapted to transfor the
heat of compression directly to a body of

or the other of the compressor may be op
pressor is to be idle, air should be allowed
free ingress and egress as for example
through a cock 89 opening on the proper air
inlet port. As previously mentioned in
stead of using the liquid withdrawal-side of
pump 42 for positive withdrawal of excess
liquid. the liquid may be shunted around
the pump. In such event air should be al
, lowed ingress and egress into the liquid
withdrawal side of the pump as through a
cock S7 in the top-cylinder head. Shut-off
5 valves S5 on both sides of pump should then
also be closed for obvious reasons.
The heat absorbing members 74 and 24
have been shown as tubes open at their
lower ends and perforated at their upper
ends to permit free flow of fluid there
through. The invention is however not lim
ited to any particular form of heat absorb cooling liquid maintained within the cylinder
the piston, and means for yenting
ing members. For example they may take below
the form of solid rods or concentric tubes cooling liquid above a predetermined in fixi.
(SS of sheet material or other equivalent ar mum amount from the cylinder,
erated alone. When one side of the coin
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3. In a gas compressor, the combination reached by the piston on its downstroke a
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable body of cooling liquid for receiving the heat
piston therein, of heat absorbers depending of compression, and means movable with the
from the piston and adapted to transfer the piston adapted to absorb the heat of com
heat of compression directly to a body of pression and transfer it to the cooling liquid.
cooling liquid maintained within the cylin 10. In a gas compressor, the cominiination
der below the piston, and means for venting with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable
cooling liquid above a predetermined maxi piston therein, of means for maintaining a
nun a notint from the cylinder, said means body of cooling liquid below the piston,
10 including a liquid outflow passage in the a liquid outflow port in the cylinder waii, 75
cylinder waii at a point adjacent the lowest means for withdrawing through said port
point reached by the piston on its down all liquid above a predetermined level, and
stroke.
means for transferring the heat of com
4. In a gas compressor, the combination pression directly into the body of the liquid. 80
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable 11. In a gas compressOi", the combination
piston therein, of heat absorbers depending with an upright cylinder and a piston recip
from the piston and adapted to transfer the rocable therein, of heat absorbing members
heat of compression directly to a body of carried by the underside of the piston and
cooling liquid maintained within the cylin adapted to dip into a cooling liquid main
der below the piston, and means for main tained below the piston to transfer the heat.
taining the cooling liquid at a predetermined of compression to said liquid, a closed tank,
means for transferring cooling liquid above
temperature.
5. in a gas compressor, the combination a predetermined level in the cylinder to said
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable tank, and meals for withdrawing liquid
25 piston therei, of heat absorbers depending from said tank and delivering it to the body () ()
.
from the piston and adapted to transfer of liquid within the cylinder
the heat of compression directly to a body 12. In a gas compressor, the combination
of cooling liquid maintained within the with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable
cylinder below the piston, and means for piston therein. of means for introducing
passing the cooling liquid through the cooling liquid into the cylinder, means act
cylinder.
ing during a portion of the stroke of said
6. In a gas compressor, the combination pist oil and capable of withdrawing liquid
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable from the cylinder at a higher rate than it is
piston therein, of heat absorbers relatively supplied thereto by said means, means for
movable with respect to a body of cooling maintaining a predetermined liquid level in
liquid maintained within the cylinder, said the cylinder, and neans carried by the piston
absorber's adapted to transfer the heat of and adapted to transfer the heat of com
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compression directly to the liquid, and means pression to the cooling liquid by direct con
for controlling the amount of said liquid tact3.therewith.
In a gas compressor, the combination
within the cylinder.
7. In a gas compressor, the combination with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable ...
with
an upright cylinder and a piston recip pistoia therein, of heat absorbers depending
'{ ble therein, of means for maintaining from the piston and adapted for immersion
within the cylinder a body of cooling liquid in a cooling liquid when the piston is at ()
below the lowermost point reached by the the bottom of its stroke, and means for
piston, and means carried by the piston for maintaining a predetermined maximum
transferring the heat of compression di amount of said liquid in the cylinder.
14. In a gas compressor, the combination
rectly to the liquid.
8. In the gas compressor, the combination with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable 15
with an upright cylinder and a piston recip piston therein, of heat absorbers depending
rocable therein, of means for maintaining from the upper cylinder head and adapted
within the cylinder a body of cooling liquid for immersion in a cooling liquid when the
below the lowermost point reached by the piston is at the upper limit of its stroke,
piston, a port in the cylinder wall through means for maintaining a body of cooling
which liquid above a predetermined amount liquid of a predetermined depth above the
may flow from the cylinder, a valve synchro piston and means for reducing the depth
of said liquid on the down stroke of the
nized with the piston, movement for con piston.
. . .. . .
trolling the outflow of liquid through said 15. In a gas compressor,
port, and means movable with the piston. with an upright cylinder andthea combination
reciprocable
for transferring the heat of compression di
piston therein, of heat absorbers depending
rectly to the liquid.
9. In a gas compressor, the combination from the upper cylinder head and adapted
with an upright cylinder and a reciprocable for immersion in a cooling liquid when the
is at the upper limit of its stroke,
piston therein, of means for maintaining piston
means for maintaining a body of cooling 3)

within the cylinder at a level short of that

6
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liquid of a predetermined depth above the
piston, and a liquid outflow port in the cyl
inder Wall adjacent the point reached by the
piston on its upstroke for reducing the depth
of the liquid at a predetermined time.
16. In a gas compressor, the combination
With an upright cylinder and a reciprocable
piston therein, of heat absorbing means de
pending from the upper cylinder head and
O adapted for immersion in a cooling liquid
when the piston is at the upper limit of its
stroke, heat absorbing means depending
from the underside of the piston and
adapted for immersion in a cooling liquid
when the piston is at the lower limit of its
stroke, passages in the piston through which
liquid from above the piston may pass in
restricted amount to the compression space
below the piston, and means for maintain
20 ing a predetermined amount of cooling
liquid on both sides of the piston.
17. In a gas compressor, the combination
with an upright cylinder and a piston re
ciprocable therein, of heat absorbing men
25 bers in the compression spaces on both sides
of the piston, said members being relatively
movable with respect to bodies of cooling
liquid maintained in said spaces on both
sides of the piston and adapted to be in
30 mersed in the liquid bodies with respect to
which they are relatively movable at the
given positions of the piston, means pro
viding for a given depth of said liquid
bodies at the completion of each compres
35 sion stroke of the piston, and means for de
creasing the depth of said liquids when the
piston is at a given point.
18. In a gas compressor, the combination
with a double acting cylinder and a re
40 ciprocable piston therein, means including a
cooling liquid for receiving the heat of colm
pression, and passages in the piston through
which cooling liquid in one compression end
of the cylinder continually passes into the
opposite compression end of the cylinder.

19. In a gas compressor, the combination
with a cylinder and a reciprocable piston
therein, leans including a cooling liquid
for receiving the heat of compression, and
passages in the piston through which cool
ing liquid in one compression end of the
cylinder continually passes into the opposite
compression end of the cylinder, said pas
Sages having discharge outlets of less cross
sectioned area than the inlet ends thereof.
20. In a gas compressor, the combination
with a cylinder and a reciprocable piston
therein, uneans including a cooling liquid
for receiving the heat of compression, pas
Sages in the piston through which cooling
liquid in One compression end of the cyl
inder continually passes into the opposite
compression end of the cylinder, and means
for supplying cooling liquid to both com
pression ends of the cylinder from a source
of supply outside of the cylinder.
21. In a gas compressor, the colubination
with a cylinder and a reciprocable piston
therein, means including a cooling liquid
for 'eceiving the heat of compression de
veloped in both compression ends of the
cylinder, means for supplying cooling liquid
to both of said compression ends at the
Same time, and means for withdrawing ex
cess cooling liquid from both of said con
pression ends at the same time.
22. In a gas compressor, the combination
with a cylinder and a reciprocable piston
therein, means including a cooling liquid
for receiving the heat of compression de
veloped in both compression ends of the
cylindel', means for supplying cooling liquid
to both of said compression ends at the
same time, and means for withdrawing ex
cess cooling liquid from both of said com
pression ends at the same time that cool
ing liquid is being supplied thereto.
In testimony whereof I aflix ny signature.
ROBERT EARLL BRUCKNER.
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